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Xiao Chen immediately scolded Liu Nianxin: “have you been fooling around for so many years? If one 

makeup artist can’t, don’t you know to hire another? There’s only one makeup artist in the world?” 

“Yes, I’m stupid. Xiao Chen taught me the right lesson!” Liu Nianxin quickly apologized to Xiao Chen. 

 

After the arrangement, the next day, Xiao Chen still asked Nangong Lengshan to ambush around. And he 

and Meng songran went to see yuan Xiuqiao. 

 

Because it was too conspicuous outside, yuan Xiuqiao simply booked it in a hotel. 

 

They took the jade pendant and came to the door of the room. 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao saw them coming. He immediately opened the door and warmly invited them in. Then he 

took a vigilant look at the situation outside the door and closed the door. 

 

“Why didn’t Mr. Nan come?” Yuan Xiuqiao saw that only Xiao Chen and Meng songran came and asked. 

 

“Oh, he has other things to deal with in the company today. Just the two of us.” Xiao Chen smiled. 

 

After hearing this, yuan Xiuqiao’s face changed slightly, but she immediately recovered her smile. 

 

Xiao Chen felt something wrong with her, so he stretched out his hand and put it on Meng songran’s 

shoulder. 

 

This is the code they agreed on earlier. 

 

It is estimated that the other party is aware of their identity and should be vigilant at all times. 

 



Both of them were not ordinary people, so the art expert was bold and talked with yuan Xiuqiao. 

 

Xiao Chen opened the box in her hand, handed it to yuan Xiuqiao and said, “Ms. yuan, this is the last 

jade pendant. You can check it.” 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao nodded, took the jade pendant and checked it. She smiled and said, “it’s true. It’s the last 

jade pendant. Then she got up and said, you two sit first and I’ll make tea.” 

 

Seeing that yuan Xiuqiao had left, Meng songran asked Xiao Chen with lips, “when will you start?” 

 

Xiao Chen told him not to worry. There may be other people in this room. The most important thing is 

that the hotel has monitoring. If they want to find a way to bypass the monitoring, they’d better wait 

until he is alone with yuan Xiuqiao and cheat her out. 

 

Meng songran nodded slightly. 

 

They sat quietly in the room. Except for the little noise made by yuan Xiuqiao, the whole room was 

surprisingly quiet. 

 

Soon. Yuan Xiuqiao made two cups of tea, put them in front of them and said: 

 

“You drink tea first, and I’ll get the money ready.” 

 

“OK, hard work, Ms. yuan.” Xiao Chen hurriedly took over the tea cup ceremony. 

 

Meng songran also looked at yuan Xiuqiao with a smile. 

 

“There’s ecstasy in the tea.” 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao just left. Both of them reacted. It seems that yuan Xiuqiao is not a kind person. 



 

But just as Xiao Chen and they could make a plan, they drank a few mouthfuls of tea and immediately 

pretended to be dizzy and fell on the sofa. 

 

After they fainted for a while, a footstep approached them. 

 

Xiao Chen roughly felt it. The visitor is a man, not too tall. The steps are rather vain. It doesn’t look like a 

martial artist. 

 

“Mom, let’s hurry up. Let’s go as soon as we get our things!” Shen Wuhua. 

 

“Don’t worry. My ecstasy comes from the western regions. I can sleep all afternoon after a little. They 

drink so much that it’s no problem to sleep for at least two days.” Yuan Xiuqiao sneered. 

 

“What else do you want? You’re not really interested in this man, are you?” Shen Wuhua pointed to 

Meng songran. 

 

This sentence is really true. Yuan Xiuqiao really had some strange thoughts about Meng songran. 

 

But of course she couldn’t admit it in front of her son. She casually found a reason and said, “they’re still 

useful to keep. This Xiao Yu knows antiques very well. I can try to let him do things for me at that time.” 

 

“That’s OK. Anyway, it’s all arranged by you. Do you want me to take the jade pendant now?” Shen 

Wuhua asked. 

 

“HMM. I specially asked someone to open the safe passage. Then you’ll go that way. There’s no 

monitoring.” Yuan Xiuqiao said. 

 

“OK, then I’ll go.” Shen Wuhua said and picked up the jade pendant. 

 

But then he felt his stamina and was knocked with a hand knife. 



 

Fell straight down. 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao was suddenly surprised. She looked at Xiao Chen and Meng songran in front of her and 

covered her mouth. After a long time, she slowly spit out a few words: “are you… Not dizzy?” 

 

“Aunt yuan, you are wrong this time. Since you have a bad heart for us, don’t blame us for being 

ruthless.” Xiao Chen said and walked towards her. 

 

“What are you doing? Don’t come!” Yuan Xiuqiao said and took out his weapon. 

 

“Oh, aunt yuan, I caught another one of you. You’re an illegal weapon.” Xiao Chen smiled faintly. 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao saw that they still didn’t listen to her, so she pulled the trigger directly. 

 

But Xiao Chen was faster than her and came to her in an instant. 

 

“Bang -“ 

 

A gunshot seemed to hit Xiao Chen’s belly directly. 

 

But Xiao Chen slowly raised his right hand. With a slight force on his hand, the bullet was directly 

crushed by him. 

 

“You… You are not an ordinary person. Are you a cultivator!” Yuan Xiuqiao reacted. 

 

But Xiao Chen won’t give her any chance. Yuan Xiuqiao fainted with a finger. 

 

“What about this man?” Meng songran pointed to Shen Wuhua on the ground. 

 



“This is our unexpected harvest. Of course we should take it away.” Xiao Chen smiled. 

 

Then a man picked up a man and ran to a humble wooden house on a barren mountain they had 

previously ordered. 

 

Nangong Lengshan looked outside for a long time and found that there was no one to follow. For a 

while, he was bored and went to the bar. 

 

Xiao Chen they came to the barren mountain without seeing others for a long time. 

 

I called to know that Nangong Lengshan was soaking in a bar. 

 

Xiao Chen immediately said that he would deduct his salary again. 

 

Nangong Lengshan immediately woke up and rushed to the barren mountain. 

 

“Boss Xiao Chen, if you have so much money, don’t deduct the salary of my poor employee. Can we be 

reasonable?” Nangong Lengshan began to complain as soon as he came up. 

 

“Do you think you have any reason for neglecting your duty?” Xiao Chen said coldly. 

 

“Hey, no, I’ve checked around here and found no problems. Your cultivation is not low. What can 

happen? I’ve been running up and down with you every day recently. I haven’t had a rest for a long 

time. Can’t I go out and play for a while?” Nangong Lengshan glanced away. 

 

“Of course, if you want to play, you can always play without following me.” Xiao Chen didn’t get angry. 

 

Nangong Lengshan had no choice but to sigh and helplessly came up to help tie Shen Wuhua up. 

 

The sky gradually dimmed down. Xiao Chen called Shen Hongtu by using the sound changing equipment 

at night. 
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Shen Hongtu has always felt that his eyelids have been jumping recently. He always feels that something 

bad is going to happen. 

At this time, he is dealing with some daily affairs in his office. 

 

Suddenly, his private cell phone rang. 

 

Not many people know his private mobile phone number. He thought it was his family. 

 

When I picked it up, it turned out to be a strange number. 

 

So he frowned slightly and picked it up. 

 

“Hello?” Shen Hongtu’s voice is thick and powerful. 

 

“Now, your wives and sons are in our hands. If you want to see them alive, you can personally bring 

money to the barren mountain on the edge of Langshan Mountain. We are waiting for you here.” There 

came a sound like a machine at the other end. 

 

It is obvious that some sound changing device has changed the sound. 

 

“Brother, I want to hear the voice of my wife and children. Is that ok?” Shen Hongtu was very calm. 

 

So there was a struggle at the other end of the phone. It was obvious that the mouth was blocked. 

 

But he could still hear the voices of yuan Xiuqiao and Shen Wuhua. 

 



“Brother, can you let them have a word with me?” Shen Hongtu said again. 

 

“You ask too much. I don’t think you want to see them. Do it!” Xiao Chen said. 

 

Nangong Lengshan directly points their pain points. 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao and Shen wuhuadun screamed. 

 

“Don’t, don’t, don’t, big brother, have something to say. I have a lot of money and give it to you. You 

must not hurt them!” Shen Hongtu was a little flustered now. 

 

“Don’t play tricks with me, or they will die at any time!” Xiao Chen hung up the phone. 

 

“Xiao Chen, I can’t guess what you’re doing. How do you feel that you’re so professional? You’re really a 

talent.” 

 

Nangong Lengshan saw that Xiao Chen had just talked to Shen Hongtu and began to praise him. 

 

Xiao Chen didn’t know whether he was praising him or saying something. Now he was thinking about 

how the other party would react. 

 

At present, he is still uncertain about the importance of these two people in Shen Hongtu’s heart. 

 

And they shouldn’t be waiting here now. 

 

So he said to the two people, “brother Meng, look at them here first. I’ll go to the Shen family with 

Nangong to inquire about the situation.” 

 

“OK.” Meng songran nodded. 

 



When Nangong Lengshan heard Xiao Chen say this, he immediately got excited and said, “yes, that’s 

interesting, otherwise I’ll be bored to death waiting here.” 

 

Shen Hongtu didn’t start immediately after he hung up the phone. Instead, he sat in his luxurious seat 

and meditated for a while. 

 

After thinking about some recent situations, I immediately got a result. Then I called my subordinates to 

investigate the personnel and situation of some companies I recently contacted with yuan Xiuqiao. 

 

In less than a quarter of an hour, a woman in professional clothes hurried to Shen Hongtu’s office with a 

stack of materials. 

 

This woman is still somewhat beautiful. After Shen Hongtu saw her enter the door. His face changed 

slightly. 

 

The woman came to Shen Hongtu and said, “President Shen, this is the information you want.” 

 

Put it down and get ready to leave. 

 

But Shen Hongtu didn’t seem to intend to let her go, but pulled her directly into his arms. 

 

The woman immediately gave a sound of baby. 

 

“President Shen… This is the office.” The woman’s cheeks flushed slightly. 

 

She is a secretary who has just come here and graduated as a graduate student. Because the relatives of 

the family work in Shen Hongtu’s company, they introduced her here. 

 

Shortly after her arrival, Shen Hongtu “bombed” her by various means. 

 



She bought brand-name bags, invited her to high-end restaurants and gave her a valuable jade pendant, 

which she still wears on her body. 

 

Although she is not as beautiful as heaven. But Sheng is very elegant in temperament. Such a pure 

woman makes it difficult for a man like Shen Hongtu to extricate himself. 

 

“What about in the office? What do I want? I can’t do it yet?” Shen Hongtu said and put his face directly 

on her stamina. 

 

Frantically sucking the fragrance on her body, she asked, with a hint of displeasure, “why don’t you use 

the perfume you sent last time?” 

 

The woman was slightly flustered. He replied, “that’s too expensive. I’m afraid someone will gossip 

when I use it.” 

 

After hearing this, Shen Hongtu immediately took off her clothes and pressed them under himself. 

 

“You can use what I gave you. If anyone gossips, come and tell me. Do you hear me?” 

 

The woman hesitated, but she nodded. 

 

Then. Shen Hongtu’s big hand swam on her, and soon it had come to her thigh. 

 

“President Shen ~” the woman gasped. 

 

The whole office was full of spring. 

 

After finishing the work, the woman sorted out her clothes before leaving the office. 

 

Shen Hongtu also tidied up his clothes a little, picked up the documents on the table and read them. 



 

His wife and son have been kidnapped. Shen Hongtu still has such a mind. We can see how cold-blooded 

he is. 

 

Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan rushed to the bottom of Shen’s building all the way. They pretended 

at will and sneaked into the building. 

 

The 33rd floor needs Shen Hongtu’s permission to enter, so they can only find a way to inquire about 

everything around. 

 

After a while, Xiao Chen found that Shen Hongtu had come out of the office and came to the 28th floor. 

They followed up. 

 

Shen Hongtu seemed to be aware of it, but they hid well and immediately disappeared behind him. 

 

After a while, I saw him enter an office. 

 

Nangong Lengshan’s cultivation was higher, so he released his true Qi and condensed it in his eyes. He 

saw Shen Hongtu press the secret button on the wall and then disappear into the office. 

 

Knowing that they couldn’t understand the situation now, they just waited outside. 

 

Look at Shen Hongtu’s next trend. 

 

After a long time, Shen Hongtu came out of the room with a smile on his face. 

 

It seems that the plan has been arranged. 

 

“Since we’re all here, why don’t we just catch this guy directly?” Nangong Lengshan suddenly said. 

 



“No, he is the boss of Shen family. If he is captured or killed in broad daylight, it is estimated that some 

relevant forces will be thoroughly investigated. We can’t make enemies for ourselves!” Xiao Chen 

immediately said in a deep voice. 

 

Nangong Lengshan quickly stopped his thoughts. Now he really admired Xiao Chen’s thoughts. 

 

To get around outside, not only relying on force can solve all problems, but also requires a certain 

amount of wisdom. 
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Shen Hongtu returned to the 33rd floor very leisurely. He couldn’t see the anxiety of any wife and child 

being kidnapped on his face. 

Seeing this, Xiao Chen knew that he had guessed right. Shen Hongtu was cold-blooded to such a point, 

but he still had reason to believe that he would send someone to rescue his wife and children. 

 

I just won’t go there myself. Shen Hongtu may also know that he has many enemies. It is estimated that 

everyone wants to kill him. He can’t risk his life. 

 

However, Xiao Chen had noticed that he had many relations with many officials. 

 

Once his affairs were involved, a lot of things would come out, so he had arranged for Liu Nianxin to 

release the news that his wife and children had been kidnapped. To wait for the top to put pressure on 

him. 

 

After Shen Hongtu returned to his room, he seemed to be in a happy mood. 

 

Since he became the leader of the Shen family, he has not only made many enemies, but also many 

people in the Shen family are against him. 

 



Like the kidnapping of his wife and children, he has experienced many things. The other party is either 

seeking wealth or power. 

 

He is not in a hurry to rescue now, because he is very sure that the other party can’t tear up the ticket 

without any benefit. 

 

Of course, he was reluctant to part with his son. After Shen Wentao died, he became a son of Shen 

Wuhua. 

 

But he doesn’t care too much about his wife. Almost five years ago, he and Yuan Xiuqiao were in a state 

of seeming harmony and separation. 

 

The two have been separated for three years, and the life and death of this woman is not important to 

him. Even he wanted to call the kidnappers directly and ask them to kill yuan Xiuqiao first and give them 

double money at that time. 

 

Of course, he can’t do that now. He must find out who is targeting him now. 

 

Just now, he told his assassin commander about the situation of several companies he suspected and 

asked them to find out. 

 

Xiao Chen’s company is also included, and Xiao Chen deliberately made false accounts when he asked 

Liu Nianxin to set up their company. 

 

Now their company is on the verge of bankruptcy. So it’s normal to use this method to get money. 

 

Just as Shen Hongtu was enjoying himself lying on his luxurious seat, suddenly his private phone rang 

again. 

 

He thought it was the kidnapper, but when he picked it up, he found that it was an old friend of his. 

 



“Governor Yan, Hello, how can you call me when you are free?” Shen Hongtu’s voice immediately 

became flattering. 

 

But the sound from the other end made his face dignified at once. 

 

“Yes. I see. You can rest assured that I will deal with this matter as soon as possible.” 

 

Shen Hongtu was very angry after hanging up the phone. He didn’t expect someone to let the news out. 

 

Now someone has found him and asked him to deal with his wife and children as soon as possible. 

 

Otherwise, there will be any problems. I want to trouble him. 

 

The man he couldn’t afford to offend at all, so he had to act again immediately. 

 

Just got up, another big man called him. 

 

It also urges him to get his wife and children done quickly. 

 

He was a little helpless. How did he feel that it was not his wife and children who were kidnapped, but 

the wives and children of these big people who were kidnapped? 

 

But none of these people’s buttocks are clean. They sit at such a high position. Every day, you must think 

about prevention, or there will be something wrong with anyone related to you. Then they dug out their 

own problems, and they were very uncomfortable. 

 

For the time being, Shen Hongtu can only call the captain of the assassination department to urge him. I 

hope he can find out soon. 

 

However, the exposure of Xiaochen company is very obvious. It is estimated that they will find it soon. 



 

After seeing Shen Hongtu anxiously come down again, Xiao Chen knew that her plan had succeeded. 

Now she is only waiting for Shen Hongtu to be fooled. 

 

Nangong Lengshan followed Xiao Chen for a trip. He didn’t do anything. He just took a trip around 

Shen’s building. He felt a little unhappy in his heart. 

 

He doesn’t know where to fight, but he doesn’t want to fight directly now. He found himself still unfit 

for such things as strategy. 

 

It’s much happier to come straight up and have a fight. 

 

“Brother Xiao Chen, how long do we have to wait here?” Although Meng songran was not in a hurry, he 

thought he had been out for nearly a week. Anyway, he should go back to the sect as soon as possible. 

 

“Don’t worry. Soon.” Xiao Chen is very determined. 

 

These days, Meng songran takes care of Shen Wuhua and Yuan Xiuqiao. Yuan Xiuqiao knows that Meng 

songran is taking care of them, so she complains to him when she has nothing to do. 

 

Because she and Shen Wuhua were locked up separately, the child couldn’t hear what she said. 

 

Although Meng songran is not cold about this matter, he still has some kindness. 

 

After all, yuan Xiuqiao is a woman anyway. He doesn’t have a big life and death feud with him, so he just 

spends time listening. 

 

After hearing this, I learned that she had been suffering for years in order to share the property in Shen 

Hongtu’s hands. 

 

While Shen Hongtu is releasing himself almost every day. He inherited Shen’s family and has endless 

money on his hands. 



 

After some low-level desires were satisfied, he began to seek stimulation and do many immoral things. 

 

In order to ensure his safety, he made friends with big people in many places and involved all people. 

 

Now many senior officials have something to do with him, so if you move him, it is tantamount to 

moving those officials, holding the hair and moving the whole body. 

 

After Xiao Chen came back, Meng songran told Xiao Chen these things. 

 

After hearing this, Xiao Chen smiled and said, “we don’t call it pulling a hair and moving the whole body. 

We call it getting rid of their thorns in the flesh. Shen Hongtu’s death is unclear. It’s a great good thing 

for them.” 

 

Meng songran suddenly realized that he couldn’t help thumbing up and said, “brother Xiao Chen still 

thinks far! He’s really an expert!” 

 

“It’s not clear what gaochen thinks. Many people don’t know what gaochen thinks first.” 
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“To be truly successful, these things are necessary. No one can ascend to heaven step by step. Even if 

you are a God in the world, someone can limit your behavior.” Xiao Chen said faintly. 

As a former God of war, he has the most sentiment. 

 

At the very beginning, he really thought he was invincible. He didn’t realize it until he was besieged by 

two gods of war and lost his best partner at that time. Even if he is the God of war, the world can’t let 

him do whatever he wants. 

 

And he wants to let those who want to control the whole world know that there are higher forces in the 

world controlling them. 



 

The extermination organization is based on this belief. 

 

Now the whole extermination organization is destroyed with his disappearance. 

 

He felt quite guilty. However, he still didn’t give up. He believed that one day, he could wave the banner 

of the extermination organization again to show those who want to control everything in the world. 

With him, the world can’t be controlled by them. 

 

“All right, all right. Master Xiao Chen, stop reading. I’d better practice for a while. If you want to fight, 

call me.” Nangong Lengshan felt very boring and went to one side of the room to practice. 

 

“Brother Xiao Chen, your level is too high. If I have a chance, I must stay with you and learn more!” 

Meng songran came over and patted Xiao Chen on the shoulder. 

 

“Forget it. You have something to do. I’m already very happy to make friends like you. My side is too 

dangerous. So after this thing is over, you’d better go back to your sect. I’ll help you with your mountain 

gate.” 

 

Xiao Chen smiled. 

 

“Well, I’ll thank brother Xiao Chen first. Since it’s inconvenient for brother Xiao Chen, I won’t ask for it.” 

Meng songran nodded. 

 

“Yes.” Xiao Chen also nodded. 

 

Then they both found places to practice. 

 

Shen Hongtu. The leader of the assassination Department has written to him and confirmed that it was 

the people of Xiao Chen’s company. 

 



The information above shows that the chairman of the company Xiao Chen pretends to be is a young 

man who failed in his business. His girlfriend ran away and his family despised him. Now he is on the 

verge of despair. 

 

So he made such a bad plan and kidnapped yuan Xiuqiao and Shen Huaqiang. 

 

Shen Hongtu has seen a lot of such people. After repeatedly reading Xiao Chen’s fake company 

information, Shen Hongtu determines that he can fight in person. This can also prove his feelings for his 

wife and children, and at least win Shen Wuhua’s favor. 

 

He knows that what he has done over the years makes his two sons have some opinions. Shen Wentao 

doesn’t know much about his focus on racing. 

 

Shen Wuhua followed him. He saw many of these things and had some thoughts in his heart. 

 

Shen Wuhua has been very smart since childhood. If he wants to make a trip to himself, he is likely to 

suffer a heavy loss. 

 

After all, it’s too difficult for a person like him to have someone who believes in himself. 

 

After making all the preparations, Shen Hongtu drove his car towards Langshan. 

 

At this time, killers have been arranged on all the barren mountains around Langshan. Even there are 

snipers on every hill. 

 

Although Shen Hongtu’s housekeeper thought it was a simple kidnapping, there was no need to engage 

in such a big battle. 

 

However, Shen Hongtu felt that the lion should do his best to fight the rabbit. In fact, he was not very 

cautious. He wanted to make the current elite of the five poison sect and his assassination Department 

ambush around. 

 



If it weren’t for being too conspicuous. He really wants to do that. 

 

When he came to the determined barren mountain, he called Xiao Chen. 

 

“Hey, brother, I brought the money, and I know your situation. I can understand all these things. I 

promise you, I’ll go after saving someone, and I’ll never disclose your affair this time!” Shen Hongtu’s 

voice is very sincere. 

 

Xiao Chen heard a sneer over there. Sure enough, he is worthy of being an old fox. At this time, he can 

still deceive people without trace. And focus on the weakest part of the heart. 

 

Xiao Chen then turned the equipment into a young man’s voice and said: 

 

“Lord Shen, thank you for understanding my difficulties and meeting people like you. It’s a blessing in 

my life. In fact, I’m really desperate. Since you are so sincere, I also promise you that as long as you take 

the money up the mountain, we won’t do anything to hurt you.” 

 

As soon as Shen Hongtu listened, it seemed that his psychological tactics had an effect. Then he 

stretched out his right hand and made an “OK” gesture. 

 

This seems to be done for Xiao Chen and his party on the mountain. 

 

But in fact, he did it to his men and asked them to kill all of them as soon as they came out. 

 

Shen Hongtu took the money all the way to the barren mountain. 

 

At first, Xiao Chen and others hid in the wooden house. He couldn’t see anyone, so he had to walk in 

slowly. 

 

In fact, up to now, he is still afraid. But everything was arranged, and he couldn’t flinch. 

 



Otherwise, it seems that he is too timid. Besides, it will be difficult to establish his authority in front of 

his own men in the future. 

 

So he hardened his head and walked forward. 

 

And Xiao Chen and other three people are now lying in ambush by the door of the wooden house. Only 

waiting for Xiao Chen’s instruction, the three people quickly shot. 

 

“Brother, I brought you the money. You’d better let my wife and children out!” Shen Hongtu’s voice 

came. 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao didn’t expect Shen Hongtu to really come. Although he was full of resentment against him 

over the years, yuan Xiuqiao was excited at the moment of hearing his voice. 

 

I don’t know whether Meng songran didn’t tie the rope tightly or for other reasons. She untied the rope 

in her struggle. 

 

“Husband, go! They’re going to kill you!” Yuan Xiuqiao shouted out. 

 

Shen Hongtu realized that he had been tricked. He quickly took out two guns from himself and pointed 

them at the door of the cabin. 

 

Although there were some accidents, Xiao Chen was quite calm. After determining Shen Hongtu’s 

position, several silver needles flew out directly. 

 

Suddenly, Shen Hongtu’s legs were inserted by a silver needle. 

 

“Ah!” He gave a scream and knelt on the ground. 

 

Still holding the gun tightly in his hand. 

 



Yuan Xiuqiao now ran out of the wooden house on one side. 

 

“Husband, are you okay! Run!” She shouted. 

 

But a green light flew out and split Shen Hongtu in half. 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao covered her mouth and looked at the scene in front of her. The person she had resented 

for so many years suddenly died. Her heart felt empty. 
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Seeing Shen Hongtu split in half, all the ambush snipers and all the fighters were stupid. 

I don’t know how long later, someone shouted, “kill! Avenge boss Shen Hongtu!” 

 

Immediately several dark shadows came to the cabin. Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan took the lead. 

 

The black air on Xiao Chen’s hand lingers. Anyone who gets a trace of it will start to twitch all over. 

 

Nangong Lengshan waved the green wood sword in his hand, and the sword spirit flew to other 

mountains. The snipers also shot one after another, but both of them escaped directly. 

 

The snipers could not escape the sword spirit of Nangong Lengshan, and they were split one after 

another. 

 

Meng songran looked at yuan Xiuqiao and Shen Wuhua. I didn’t know what to do for a while. 

 

But they also started to help the two against the enemy. 

 

Watching more and more martial artists rush to the top of the mountain. 



 

Only listen to Xiao Chen roar; “Brother Meng, it’s not suitable to stay here for a long time. Let’s 

withdraw first!” 

 

So a black and a green light disappeared from the barren mountain in an instant. 

 

Meng songran also used his strength and disappeared with them. 

 

“Hahaha! That’s great. I killed Shen Hongtu in an instant. I still feel good?” Nangong Lengshan’s hearty 

laughter came out. 

 

In a hotel box, Xiao Chen, Nangong Lengshan and Meng songran sat inside, and the table was full of 

delicious dishes. 

 

The three also drank a little wine for fun. 

 

“Well, there’s nothing wrong with your action this time. Now Shen Hongtu is dead. It can be regarded as 

solving one of my great enemies. Come on, I’ll give you a toast!” 

 

Xiao Chen stood up and raised his glass. 

 

“Small things, we are all good brothers. We don’t have to worry about these.” Nangong Lengshan 

smiled. 

 

He still loves his salary. After all, he has been deducted twice by Xiao Chen. 

 

So he turned and said, “boss Xiao Chen, for the sake of my meritorious service this time, can my salary 

rise back?” 

 

Xiao Chen smiled faintly and said, “look at your performance, I will pay you as appropriate.” 

 



“Ah?” Nangong Lengshan suddenly showed a bitter gourd face. 

 

Meng songran and Xiao Chen both laughed. 

 

However, he also wanted to be open. The expression on his face changed again, and he continued to 

drink with them. 

 

After three rounds of wine and five flavors of dishes, it was soon time to separate. Suddenly, Nangong 

Lengshan asked as if he remembered something: 

 

“Xiao Chen, I said, why didn’t we kill Shen Wuhua and Yuan Xiuqiao at that time? Wouldn’t it be a 

disaster to keep them now?” 

 

Xiao Chen shook his head and said: 

 

“They won’t come to revenge us. It’s too late for them to thank. Shen Hongtu is so arrogant and 

domineering that no one wants to believe it. The people around him probably hate him. Let alone 

revenge, it’s good not to have a party to celebrate.” 

 

“True or false?” Nangong Lengshan felt a little funny. It’s really not easy for a person to do this. 

 

“Well, brother Meng, I won’t say much. I hope we can still have a good time when we meet next time!” 

Xiao Chen suddenly bows to Meng songran. 

 

Nangong Lengshan also bowed his hand. 

 

Meng songran also hugged his hands and said, “yes, I thought things were going very slowly. I didn’t 

expect that this time would come all of a sudden. Then I won’t talk about it. You two, see you later!” 

 

Then he stood up, got out of the box and disappeared into the street. 

 



“Is that how I say goodbye? I think it’s fun to have this guy around.” Nangong Lengshan had some 

feelings. 

 

Xiao Chen poured himself another glass of wine. Drink it down in one gulp, very calm and authentic: 

 

“People have joys and sorrows, and the moon has a full moon. Meng songran is not with us. He has his 

way to go. If he can meet again in the future, it is fate. If there is no fate, there is no need to force it.” 

 

Nangong Lengshan didn’t argue with Xiao Chen for the first time. He lit a cigarette and smoked. 

 

“Either?” Nangong Lengshan motioned for the smoke in his hand. 

 

Xiao Chen shook his head. 

 

“Your boy is also a good man. He doesn’t smoke.” Nangong Lengshan road. 

 

Xiao Chen just smiled and didn’t speak. 

 

“Next, let’s go straight to Tianyang lake?” Nangong Lengshan asked. 

 

“Well, as soon as possible. I’ll see what Yaqing and a Ling think.” Xiao Chen nodded. 

 

The other side. As Xiao Chen killed Shen Hongtu, all the killers and warriors were headless. 

 

They used to follow orders, but now their boss is dead. Many people were scattered, leaving only a few 

relatively loyal people who remained on the barren mountains. 

 

Yuan Xiuqiao and Shen Wuhua are still there. They want to see if they are willing to take revenge. 

 



Yuan Xiuqiao has obviously never seen such a scene in her life. Now the whole mountain was almost full 

of corpses. She was so scared that her whole body was shaking. 

 

After Shen Hongtu died, Shen Wuhua fell into a daze. He didn’t want to avenge his father, or there was a 

hint of cheerfulness in his heart. 

 

For so many years, he has been suppressed by Shen Hongtu and asked him to be very excellent since 

childhood. 

 

Learn all kinds of art subjects, painting, dance and piano. 

 

Now he can be said to be proficient in everything, but he can also be said to be a waste who can’t do 

anything. 

 

Everything stops when it reaches a certain level. Because Shen Hongtu trained him only according to the 

situation at that time. 

 

In order to make people in other big families look down on him, his youngest son is too rebellious and 

likes racing since childhood. He can’t stop it. 

 

So let Shen Wuhua, the eldest son, bear the heavy responsibility of family face. 

 

At first, Shen Wuhua was very happy, but he didn’t find out until he knew what was right behind him. 

 

He is just a proof of his father’s face. What Shen Hongtu has done is not for the future development of 

Shen Wuhua, but only for his own face. 

 

From that moment on, he began to secretly hate the father. 

 

Although on the surface he still obeys his orders and listens to him in everything, in the dark, he is also 

constantly calculating when he can kill Shen Hongtu and inherit the whole family business by himself. 

 



Now Shen Hongtu is dead, and he doesn’t have to do anything. As for yuan Xiuqiao, just put her away. 

 

For so many years, she just indulged in her antique jade, and never asked about her two sons. 

 

To outsiders, their family is harmonious. 
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Only he knows how miserable it is to live in this unfriendly family. 

“Young master Shen Wuhua, let’s go back first. We need to go back and talk about master Shen Hongtu 

in detail.” Gaiyin, the captain of the assassination department, came up. 

 

He is the only subordinate who is relatively loyal to Shen Hongtu. 

 

“OK. Let’s go back first and take good care of my mother.” Shen Wuhua nodded. 

 

One day later. Almost all the forces related to Shen Hongtu knew about it. 

 

They almost wanted to have a party to celebrate, but they didn’t dare to make it so blatant. 

 

After all, Shen Wuhua is still there. Most people don’t know what his idea is, so they can only wait and 

see the change. 

 

Xiao Chen. And Nangong Lengshan returned to the hotel. 

 

As soon as Xiao Chen came back, he heard a Ling and Wu Yaqing talking in the room. 

 

“He is actually very emotional. I know the feelings between you two are quite special. In fact, this thing 

happened, which I can accept from the bottom of my heart.” 



 

“In fact, I did something wrong. After all, you two already have the name of husband and wife. I’m like a 

junior.” 

 

“I didn’t expect that you were so interested in medical skills. Otherwise, how can you say you’re not a 

family and don’t enter a family?” 

 

…… 

 

Nangong Lengshan was shocked. He felt that his world was about to collapse and widened his eyes to 

say something. But Xiao Chen tightly covered his mouth. 

 

After they continued to listen at the door for a while, Nangong Lengshan couldn’t help but make a noise. 

 

“Who?” Ling quickly noticed the noise behind the door and was very vigilant. 

 

Wu Yaqing also stood up and was ready to hide in the room at any time. 

 

“It’s us.” Xiao Chen quickly opened the door and came in with a smile. 

 

“Why don’t you just come in when you’re back? Why are you sneaking around at the door?” Ah Ling 

immediately opened her almond eyes and looked at them. 

 

“It’s not him yet…” Nangong Lengshan just wanted to talk. Xiao Chen immediately patted him on the 

shoulder and said: 

 

“It’s all right, but we just separated from brother Meng. We’re a little sad and don’t want to bring this 

emotion inside.” 

 

Wu Yaqing didn’t question like a Ling. But came up to help Xiao Chen take off his coat, and then 

someone wiped his face. 



 

“I’m tired these two days. Look, there are still stains on my face that haven’t been wiped off.” 

 

Nangong Lengshan saw it. That’s called envy, jealousy and hatred. 

 

Then he said very knowingly, “forget it. You have something to talk about. I’ll go back first.” 

 

“Well, I’ll discuss it later. I’ll call you.” Xiao Chen nodded and answered. 

 

“You’d better discuss it first.” Nangong Lengshan Yinyang grotesque tunnel. 

 

Wu Yaqing couldn’t help laughing at his appearance and said, “why is your friend like this? It seems that 

he is jealous of you.” 

 

“That’s natural. Someone is embracing right and left now.” Ah Ling is not angry. 

 

Xiao Chen is a little speechless. Didn’t you take the initiative that night? Now things have come to this 

point. It’s on me? 

 

But he couldn’t say so. He gently pulled Wu Yaqing to sit on the sofa. 

 

“You haven’t gone out in the hotel these days?” Xiao Chen asked. 

 

“No. after all, you said it wasn’t safe and Ling was hurt. It’s really unreasonable for us to go out now.” 

Wu Yaqing nodded. 

 

A Ling looked at the two people talking there like an old husband and wife, and immediately felt a little 

unhappy. 

 



But she is not the kind of woman who likes to win people’s favor. Seeing that Xiao Chen has such a 

gentle and virtuous wife now, she doesn’t want to cross her feet in the past. 

 

When I think of it now, what I did was too shameful. 

 

“Ling, what’s the matter with you?” Wu Yaqing saw a Ling standing aside for a long time. He asked 

without coming to the sofa. 

 

“Oh, I’m fine. I’ve just been sitting for a long time. I’m standing for a while now. My injury is getting 

better quickly.” Ah Ling casually made up a reason. 

 

Wu Yaqing is a little strange. They haven’t seen her stand up in the chat these days. Why did Xiao Chen 

suddenly come back and stand aside and don’t want to come over? 

 

Then she immediately realized something, so she winked at Xiao Chen. 

 

Xiao Chen was stunned when she saw her eyes, although she just knew that there was no contradiction 

between the two women. 

 

But things developed much faster than he thought. Wu Yaqing even encouraged him to pull ah Ling onto 

the sofa on the spot. 

 

Since his real wife gives him this right, he won’t be a man if he doesn’t do it again. 

 

Xiao Chen got up and grabbed a Ling’s hand and said, “if you are injured, you should have a good rest. I’ll 

check it for you.” 

 

A Ling originally wanted to refuse Xiao Chen with a proud face, but now she was injured and her ability 

disappeared. She was not as fast as Xiao Chen at all. 

 

In an instant, Xiao Chen grabbed his left hand. 

 



Feeling the temperature in the palm of Xiao Chen’s hand, ah Ling immediately felt that her heart was 

about to melt. 

 

Had to hum a little, followed Xiao Chen to the sofa. 

 

Xiao Chen really didn’t lie. The moment he took a Ling’s hand, he began to check her body. He found 

that she recovered well, but there seemed to be a serious injury. 

 

So he picked up the pulse and treated again. 

 

Feeling the heat coming from Xiao Chen, a Ling’s pretty face turned a little red. 

 

Wu Yaqing didn’t feel anything different. Seeing ah Ling’s expression, she couldn’t help laughing: 

“unexpectedly, in fact, you Miss Xiao Chen more.” 

 

“No, I just feel too hot.” Ling quickly pouted and said. 

 

Xiao Chen didn’t care so much. She had been using her Kung Fu to help ah Ling repair the injured part. 

 

After a while, ah Ling suddenly felt some itching on her body, and her whole breath began to rush. 

 

Wu Yaqing thought that ah Ling’s wound had relapsed and asked with concern: “what’s the matter with 

you? Is Xiao Chen hurting you?” 

 

Ling shook her head and didn’t answer, but the bursts of itching made her really unbearable. 

 

Finally, I couldn’t help laughing. 

 

Wu Yaqing was a little confused when he saw this scene. He didn’t know what had happened. 

 



“Don’t worry, everything is normal.” Xiao Chen took a gap and explained. 

 

Wu Yaqing was relieved. 

 

Soon after, Xiao Chen’s treatment was over, and ah Ling was smiling and sweating. Originally, she wore 

less clothes. Many places were looming under the immersion of sweat. 
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As soon as Xiao Chen opened his eyes, a Ling lay on his thigh, and he saw all the looming parts at a 

glance. 

He immediately felt a little fire burning on his lower abdomen. 

 

Now it seems that only a little spring breeze can turn into a raging fire. 

 

At this time, Wu Yaqing just lowered her head to help ah Ling. 

 

Xiao Chen saw all the snow-white on his chest. 

 

Although they are both old husbands and wives, they spend little time together, and they haven’t been 

intimate for a long time since the incident with ah Ling. 

 

Although Xiao Chen is a doctor. But in the final analysis, people can’t overcome their seven emotions 

and six desires. Burning with desire, he decided not to let himself endure any more. 

 

Directly picked up both women. 

 

Wu Yaqing had planned to help ah Ling, but Xiao Chen’s big hand suddenly picked her up. 

 



“What are you doing?” Wu Yaqing struggled, but then he saw Xiao Chen’s unusual part. 

 

She blushed and knew what Xiao Chen was going to do. 

 

On one side, a Ling just eased from the itching. I don’t have much strength now. 

 

In the room, Xiao Chen took off the two women’s clothes like a controller. 

 

Then came the scenes that made people’s blood surge more than the spring palace picture. 

 

After a cloud and rain, both women had no strength, while Xiao Chen went out of the room alone and 

cleaned in the bathroom. 

 

Just after cleaning, the doorbell rang. After taking a vigilant look, Xiao Chen found it was Nangong 

Lengshan and opened the door. 

 

“What’s the matter? What’s the matter?” Xiao Chen asked. 

 

“It’s nothing, just come and ask if you have discussed it…” Nangong Lengshan suddenly saw that Xiao 

Chen had just taken a bath, and immediately showed a “understand” smile. 

 

“Wait a minute. I’ll discuss it with them right away.” Xiao Chen said faintly. 

 

Nangong Lengshan said with an obscene smile: “good boy. That’s how you discussed it. Tut tut Tut, how 

about the happiness of the whole people? One day I can be like you, so that I can wake up every day 

when I sleep.” 

 

Xiao Chen realized that Nangong Lengshan had seen what he had just done. 

 

Immediately showed a very serious expression and said, “don’t say anything messy here. Go back first. 

I’ll come to you soon!” 



 

The smile on Nangong Lengshan’s face couldn’t stop. Now no matter how serious Xiao Chen pretends, 

he also knows what just happened. 

 

As soon as Xiao Chen closed the door, Wu Yaqing came out in his pajamas. 

 

“Who?” She asked as she tied her hair. 

 

“Who else can there be?” Xiao Chen’s tone is not very good. 

 

“I think your friend is very interesting.” Wu Yaqing said with a smile. 

 

“Don’t worry, you have to guard against this boy. He’s full of evil Qi.” Xiao Chen immediately turned his 

eyes. 

 

“What? You’re starting to care about your wife now?” Wu Yaqing came to Xiao Chen. 

 

“What do you mean I care about my wife now? I always care about it, okay?” Xiao Chen hugged her in 

her arms. 

 

“Hum, why didn’t I feel it?” Wu Yaqing snorted. 

 

“Don’t feel it? Then continue to feel it.” Xiao Chen said she would take off her pajamas again. 

 

“Annoying! They just sorted it out!” Wu Yaqing said angrily. 

 

But she didn’t stop Xiao Chen’s next move. Xiao Chen remembered that ah Ling was still inside and 

stopped. 

 

“Go take a bath first. I’ll tell you what to do next.” Xiao Chen touched Wu Yaqing’s cheek and said. 



 

“Yes.” Wu Yaqing also answered skillfully. 

 

Soon after, both women put on formal clothes. Xiao Chen was sitting on a small table, looking at the 

light blue sky, as if thinking about something. 

 

“Well, come on, what’s the matter?” Wu Yaqing was the first to speak. 

 

Ah Ling also set her eyes on Xiao Chen. 

 

“I may go to Tianyang lake with Nangong in the next period of time, but no one can guarantee your 

safety during this period, so I think. Why don’t you let Grandpa Ning Wangshu come and pick you up, or 

do you have any better ideas?” 

 

Xiao Chen looked at the two women and said. 

 

“Beyond Tianyang lake? It’s really far away. How long do you plan to go?” Wu Yaqing asked. 

 

“At least half a month. I don’t know the specific situation there now.” Xiao Chen rubbed his temples. 

 

“In fact, I still want to go back to the base first.” Ling Dao. 

 

“No. this must not work. It’s too dangerous.” Xiao Chen immediately rejected her idea. 

 

“But what the base retains now is too important, and there are also the abnormal elements we found in 

the deep sea.” Ling stood up excitedly. 

 

Hearing this, Xiao Chen’s face changed slightly, but he still said firmly: 

 



“No matter what the base has now, if you go back now, you will be ambushed by them, not to mention 

that you are injured now. You haven’t recovered your ability. Even if you recover your ability, I don’t 

think you can get it.” 

 

“It’s up to you. Anyway, I’m a loser now.” Ah Ling is not angry. 

 

Then she walked towards the room. 

 

“A Ling. A Ling…” Wu Yaqing tried to persuade her, but a Ling seemed not to hear and walked straight to 

the room. 

 

“Well, let her be quiet for a while. I want to see what you think. I may not be able to protect you next. 

The most important thing is you. You have little ability to resist when you meet the enemy.” 

 

Xiao Chen turned to look at Wu Yaqing. 

 

Wu Yaqing thought it was nothing and replied very easily, “I think you can arrange it. Anyway, I really 

can’t protect myself. Just follow the plan you think is the best.” 

 

After hearing this, Xiao Chen nodded and said, “well, I’ll contact grandpa Ning Wangshu as soon as 

possible and let him secretly pick you up.” 

 

“Yes.” Wu Yaqing also nodded. 

 

Then she said, “that Ling her…” 

 

“It’s okay. She will understand. No matter what it is, it’s not as important as her in my heart.” Xiao Chen 

said. 

 

Then he got up and prepared to talk to Nangong Lengshan. 

 



And that sentence was just heard by a Ling who was about to come out of the room. 

 

She had planned to go her own way, but when she heard Xiao Chen say so, she hesitated again. 

 

That abnormal element is indeed very important and may even be related to the future development of 

the country. 

 

If it falls into the hands of other evil war gods or those who want to rule the world, the consequences 

will be unimaginable. 

 

She is still certain to get it back. 

 

But Xiao Chen’s words just made her moved. 
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Before arriving at the door of Nangong Lengshan house, Xiao Chen just wanted to knock on the door. 

Suddenly, there was a sound of panting, accompanied by all kinds of groans. 

 

Xiao Chen’s face immediately darkened. 

 

He went back to his room. 

 

“Why are you back? Don’t you want to discuss going to Tianyang lake with your friends?” When Wu 

Yaqing saw him coming back, he was a little strange. 

 

“Oh… He has something to do. He’ll come back later.” Xiao Chen looked strange and authentic. 

 



“That’s just right. I don’t understand a few questions these days. Please explain them to me.” Wu Yaqing 

said and took out his medical book. 

 

“Where’s Ling?” Xiao Chen asked when she saw that there was no shadow of ah Ling in the room. 

 

“Oh. She just went back to her room. What can I do for her?” Wu Yaqing said, ready to get up and call ah 

Ling. 

 

“Nothing.” Xiao Chen then came to Wu Yaqing’s ear and said, “after I leave, you think of a way. Ah Ling 

doesn’t listen to advice. Will you help me keep her?” 

 

“Well… I’ll try my best.” Wu Yaqing’s face showed a trace of embarrassment. 

 

“Well, I trust you. You can handle her.” Xiao Chen smiled and gently took a bite on her cheek. 

 

“I’m not a master of psychology. I’m under a lot of pressure when you say so.” Wu Yaqing felt helpless. 

 

“How come? You’ve always been the best in my heart.” Xiao Chen gently hugged her and spoiled the 

tunnel. 

 

“Well, let’s see these questions for me.” Wu Yaqing straightened his face and said. 

 

“No problem!” Xiao Chen picked up the medical book in her hand. 

 

After answering the question, Xiao Chen came to the door of Nangong Lengshan again. 

 

Several naked women just came out of his room. 

 

“Oh, brother, you’re done over there?” Nangong Lengshan smiled with a bath towel. 

 



Xiao Chen wanted to go up and give him a kick now, but he held back and said in a deep voice, “hurry up 

and prepare. We’ll start from Tianyang Lake in a moment.” 

 

“No problem!” Nangong Lengshan made an “OK” gesture. 

 

After a while, he changed his clothes and came out. 

 

“Don’t you practice all the time? Why do you still do these things?” 

 

Xiao Chen was still curious, so she asked Nangong Lengshan what had just happened. 

 

Nangong Lengshan looked stunned and said, “Oh, you are allowed to enjoy it. I am not allowed to 

indulge once or twice. I will not be human again.” 

 

When Xiao Chen heard him say this, he was speechless. 

 

It seems that this guy has not changed after so many years. 

 

“We don’t know anything about the situation on the other side of Tianyang lake. It’s too far away. We 

don’t have any acquaintances. We should be vigilant at any time this time. Don’t be like last time.” Xiao 

Chen said. 

 

The attitude of Nangong Lengshan last time still made him dissatisfied. 

 

“Good boss, I promise to devote myself to the task this time!” Nangong Lengshan immediately stood at 

attention and saluted Xiao Chen. 

 

Xiao Chen sighed softly. It seemed that the boy didn’t take it to heart again. 

 

But thinking about it, he calmed his mind. After all, with Nangong Lengshan’s current skill, few people 

can hurt him. 



 

As long as they are not particularly careless, their trip is not too dangerous. 

 

Of course, in order to ensure that it is not exposed. Xiao Chen still asked Liu Nianxin to customize a new 

identity for himself and Nangong Lengshan. 

 

One is a doctor of medicine who returned from studying abroad, while Nangong Lengshan is a master of 

Qigong. 

 

Now I’m in charge of Xiao Chen’s bodyguard. 

 

Both of them have new names. Xiao Chen’s name is Xiao Chen, while Nangong Lengshan is renamed 

nanbingshan. 

 

The cold mountain began to make complaints about the name of Nangong. 

 

“No, Xiao Liu, how do you handle things? Let you find a better name. It took so long to get such a silly 

name?” 

 

Nangong Lengshan raised Liu Nianxin like a chicken. 

 

“Brother Nangong, I can’t help it. These identities are real and can’t be faked. Under your request, I can 

only find this in the East China Sea.” 

 

Liu Nianxin also has a helpless face. 

 

Nangong Lengshan requires that his pseudonym must be Nan. Originally, this surname is very few. It is 

even more difficult to find a suitable identity. 

 

“I don’t care about this. You’re not doing well. I’ll react with boss Xiao Chen.” Nangong Lengshan said 

coldly. 



 

“Well, it’s just a fake name. There are so many things. I’m ready to go.” Xiao Chen came over. 

 

Then he asked Nangong Lengshan to put Liu Nianxin down. 

 

Nangong Lengshan is very dissatisfied, but he doesn’t dare to offend Xiao Chen. He can’t help it. Who 

makes people the boss. 

 

“Be careful next time.” Nangong Lengshan still warned Liu Nianxin. 

 

Liu Nianxin is really dumb now. It’s hard to say how bitter he is to eat Coptis chinensis. 

 

Although Xiao Chen often asked him to do things, he still had no requirements for some formal things. 

 

However, after Nangong Lengshan came, every time something happened, he paid special attention to 

some seemingly unimportant aspects. 

 

Originally, his job was to give money to the other party, and the other party gave him the corresponding 

things. 

 

It’s very crisp to pay money and deliver goods on one hand. 

 

Now, when we come to Nangong Lengshan, we have to put forward various requirements. 

 

Sometimes the other party doesn’t want to raise the price, because the requirements are too harsh. It’s 

like finding fault with nothing. 

 

“Have a nice trip, you two!” Liu Nianxin waved at the back of the car again. 

 

This time they went to Tianyang Lake in the name of investigation. 



 

As a doctor of medicine, Xiao Chen wants to see how the old people in Changshou village near Tianyang 

Lake usually live. 

 

Because all kinds of data and documents are very complete, and Xiao Chen also has the quality of a real 

doctor of medicine. 

 

After the pharmacopoeia is integrated into the body, let alone the doctor of medicine, Xiao Chen can 

now be said to be the top doctor in the world. 

 

Because of the high-speed, although it was thousands of kilometers, I arrived in Wuling city where 

Tianyang lake is located in one day. As soon as the car arrived, Nangong Lengshan got off and vomited 

for a while. 

 

Xiao Chen couldn’t help laughing. 

 

“No, you’re a great Qigong master. You’re still carsick?” 

 

“For so many years, I have either driven by myself or meditated and practiced in the mountains. Who 

can stand taking a car for so long at a time.” Nangong Lengshan complained. 

 

“Tut tut Tut, it seems that your Qigong master is still not very good. You can’t overcome this difficulty.” 

Xiao Chen shook her head and entered the hotel. 

 

Because Wuling city ranks higher in the country than the East China Sea, they also stay in a seven-star 

hotel. 
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As soon as I entered, a group of waitresses in light red uniforms greeted me. 

“Welcome home!” 



 

Their voices are very clear and crisp, and their smiles are also delicate and moving. 

 

Although Xiao Chen didn’t feel much, she still felt a little comfortable in her heart. 

 

Sure enough, the service here is better than that of Ruihua. 

 

Nangong Lengshan, who was originally suffering from carsickness, came in and saw so many beautiful 

women welcoming him. 

 

In an instant, a smile hung on his face, and then shook hands one by one. 

 

“Hello!” 

 

“Hello!” 

 

…… 

 

“Hurry up!” Xiao Chen saw Nangong Lengshan’s face of a fool, and immediately gave an order. 

 

Nangong Lengshan heard the order. Some reluctantly said goodbye to several waitresses. 

 

“I’ll miss you!” 

 

Nangong Lengshan waved goodbye to several women while walking. 

 

Xiao Chen felt too ashamed. In the elevator, Nangong Lengshan seems to still aftertaste the feeling just 

now. 

 



“Tut Tut, this big city is different, those little girls. Fine skin and tender meat, if you can… Tonight!” 

 

When Nangong Lengshan was talking about it, he suddenly felt that his head was knocked, slightly 

unhappy and said, “why did you hit me?” 

 

“Are you here to carry out the task or to travel?” Xiao Chen said with a straight face. 

 

“Oh, boss Xiao Chen, since we’ve all come out, we should naturally broaden our vision. We should be 

busy when we should be busy and relax when we should relax. You see, we’ve just been tired. Shouldn’t 

we take a break here now?” 

 

Nangong Lengshan smiled flatteringly. 

 

“Oh, it’s really necessary to have a rest. Why don’t we rest here for a month first?” Xiao Chen 

deliberately asked with a smile. 

 

“OK, but one month is still too long. Half a month will do.” Nangong Lengshan seems to be serious. 

 

“Then take a rest here. You won’t get a penny of this month’s salary.” Xiao Chen is not angry. 

 

“Oh, No. I’m kidding.” Nangong Lengshan suddenly looked bitter. 

 

Returning to his room, Xiao Chen repeatedly told Nangong Lengshan not to look for women outside. 

 

They came in secret this time. If they reveal their identity, it may cause unnecessary trouble. 

 

Nangong Lengshan originally wanted to talk about life ideals with those welcoming ladies below. 

 

Seeing that Xiao Chen is so serious, he can only give up his ideas for the time being. 

 



The night passed quickly. The next day, Xiao Chen directly bought a BMW locally to take the place of 

transportation. The two drove directly to their destination this time: Huanghai village, a Changshou 

village by Tianyang lake. 

 

“Oh, the rich are different. Do you know how many women in the 4S store stared at you when you just 

picked up the car and paid the full payment?” Nangong Lengshan sighed. 

 

“You will pay attention to these. I really doubt whether you are a person of cultivation.” Xiao Chen’s face 

was full of displeasure. 

 

“What’s the use of cultivation? I’ve been practicing for so many years. I still have nothing. I don’t know 

how many billion I have now, like you.” Nangong Lengshan stopped his smile and said. 

 

Xiao Chen felt a trace of sadness when he spoke, and then glanced at Nangong Lengshan. Suddenly, I 

think I’m really too strict. 

 

Nangong Lengshan’s temperament is used to freedom. It’s excusable to be out in the wild. 

 

“Why do you want so much money? Don’t you live well without money now?” Xiao Chen said and 

glanced at Nangong Lengshan. 

 

Nangong Lengshan lit a flue: “it’s better for you to live well.” 

 

“Well, let’s stop talking about it. It’s coming soon.” Xiao Chen said and stepped on the accelerator. 

 

The car sped away and soon saw a stone tablet with “Huanghai village” written on it. 

 

After driving a short distance ahead, you can see houses on both sides of the road. After a while, they 

saw a small house built temporarily and several luxury cars parked nearby. 

 

“What’s the situation? It seems that someone has lived here temporarily. It seems that it’s not small.” 

Nangong Lengshan recognized those luxury cars at a glance and turned to Xiao Chen. 



 

“Well, let’s go down and have a look.” Xiao Chen nodded. 

 

After putting the car on a relatively open lawn. They got out of the car and rarely saw anyone all the 

way. Xiao Chen and Nangong Lengshan felt a little strange. 

 

Came to an old house door, Xiao Chen gently knocked on the door. No one came to open the door. After 

knocking again, I found that the door was open. 

 

“Hello, is there anyone?” Xiao Chen said in a slightly loud voice. 

 

But there were only bursts of wind in response to him. 

 

“There’s no one inside. I don’t believe you see.” Nangong Lengshan pointed to the small stool not far 

away, which was full of spider silk. 

 

The folk custom in the village is simple, and it is indeed excusable not to close the door in broad 

daylight, but it should not be that any villager doesn’t go home for so long. 

 

“Come on, let’s go to the next one.” Xiao Chen said and went down to an old house. 

 

The result was the same. The door of the house was not closed, but there was no one inside. 

 

“It’s strange. Where have all the people in this village gone?” Nangong Lengshan frowned. 

 

“Maybe we can find some clues again. Don’t worry, we can all find some clues.” When Xiao Chen 

finished, they looked for the whole village separately. 

 

“How’s your side?” Xiao Chen returned to the appointed place and asked. 

 



“None, and you?” Nangong Lengshan looks at Xiao Chen. 

 

“Me too.” Xiao Chen was a little helpless and took the lead. 

 

“Isn’t this a famous longevity village? I remember people often come here to interview on TV. Why is 

there no one here now?” Nangong Lengshan looked puzzled. 

 

Xiao Chen began to meditate on one side. 

 

Now it was evening, and the whole village was strangely quiet. Any wind and grass could not escape 

their ears. 

 

Suddenly, they rushed in the same direction at the same time. 

 

After a while, I found a child about ten years old who wanted to enter an old house to steal. 

 

“You little doll, don’t learn well at such a young age, dare to steal?” Nangong Lengshan directly picked 

up the child and wanted to fight. 

 

But Xiao Chen stopped him and said to the child with a smile: 

 

“Why do you steal, little friend?” 

 

The child was dressed in a gray yellow cloth clothes and looked a little sloppy. He had just been 

frightened and his face was a little pale, but his eyes were bright and looked at the things in the house 

very firmly. 

 

But he didn’t speak. He just looked at them and the things in the room. 

 

Xiao Chen looked with his eyes. 
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Then I found a bamboo basket in the house with a few tortillas lying inside. 

Looking at the little boy, he should have been hungry for a long time. 

 

“Look at him and I’ll be right back.” Xiao Chen confessed, went to the house and took out the tortilla. 

 

“Do you want this?” Xiao Chen handed the tortilla to the little boy. 

 

The little boy grabbed the bread from Xiao Chen’s hand and wolfed it down. 

 

But just a few bites, he showed a very painful look. His face turned red. 

 

Xiao Chen hurriedly went to the car and brought a bottle of water. The little boy slowed down. 

 

“Look at you. It seems that you haven’t eaten for two or three days.” Nangong Lengshan couldn’t help 

talking about it. 

 

“I haven’t eaten for three days.” The little boy’s face was full of anger. 

 

Nangong Lengshan came up to preach to him. Children at this age have the most rebellious heart. 

 

“Children, how old are you and what’s your name? Why have you been hungry for three days? What 

about your adults?” Xiao Chen asked several questions in a series. 

 

The little boy couldn’t seem to react, so he said to Xiao Chen, “my name is Tang Kaihui. I’m eleven years 

old.” 

 



“What about your adults?” Xiao Chen repeated again. 

 

“Grandma, they were caught by the bad guys with golden hair the other day and haven’t come back 

yet.” Tang Kaihui said and tears fell down. 

 

Nangong Lengshan patted him on the shoulder and said, “you are a little man now. Cry for such a small 

thing!” 

 

Xiao Chen stopped him with a look in his eyes. 

 

Tang Kaihui wiped away his tears and said to Nangong Lengshan, “I’m not crying. I miss my 

grandmother.” 

 

“Xiao Hui, do you remember which direction the bad guys went?” Xiao Chen asked softly. 

 

“I don’t know. I went out that day and all my grandparents in the village disappeared when I came 

back.” Tang Kaihui shook his head and said. 

 

Hearing this, Xiao Chen frowned slightly, so the clue was broken. 

 

“Is Xiao Hui reading? Do you know the teacher’s phone number?” Xiao Chen asked again. 

 

“Well, I study in Xicheng primary school in the city. Now it’s a holiday. The teacher’s phone is at 

Grandma’s.” Tang Kaihui said. 

 

“What should I do?” Nangong Lengshan looked at Xiao Chen. 

 

“It’s late today. We’d better go back to the city first.” Xiao Chen said and turned to walk in the direction 

of parking. 

 

“What about this child?” Nangong Lengshan asked. 



 

“Take it to the hotel first.” Xiao Chen said faintly. 

 

After a while, Xiao Chen drove to Nangong Lengshan. 

 

But Tang Kaihui didn’t want to follow Nangong Lengshan to get on the bus. After teasing back and forth 

for a long time, Tang Kaihui struggled. 

 

“I said you. Why can’t you even handle a child?” Xiao Chen couldn’t help but despise Nangong Lengshan. 

 

“No, this little guy has great strength.” Nangong Lengshan was surprised. 

 

“How strong can he be?” Xiao Chen said she wanted to go up and pick up Tang Kaihui directly. 

 

But the other party suddenly grabbed his hand. Xiao Chen stumbled and almost didn’t fall to the ground. 

 

“Ha ha, I told you that he has great strength. Don’t you believe it?” Nangong Lengshan laughed aside. 

 

Xiao Chen was also a little shocked. Although he didn’t have much strength just now, how could an 11-

year-old child almost pull him to the ground? 

 

Xiao Chen felt more and more strange, so he ran the disease pulse in his body a little. A trace of sickness 

lingered on his hand. 

 

“Grandma said, you can’t go with strangers! I won’t go!” Tang Kaihui’s small face is very serious. It 

seems that they are gangsters now. 

 

“Xiao Hui, we’re taking you out of here first. There’s no one here now. It’s too dangerous for you to stay 

here alone.” Xiao Chen said he was going to come up and catch him. 

 



But Tang Kaihui is very flexible. All at once, he ran to the back of the house and disappeared into the 

night. 

 

“Go!” Xiao Chen whispered. Follow the breath of Tang and Kaishan to catch up with him. 

 

“Little doll, let me show you my real skills!” The blue breath on Nangong Lengshan’s hand moves. After a 

while, he stood in front of Tang Kaihui. 

 

Seeing Nangong Lengshan standing in front of him, Tang Kaihui immediately turned and ran in another 

direction. 

 

Nangong Lengshan didn’t want to give him this chance again. He had to hold out his hands and seize him 

directly. 

 

But at the moment of grasping, a strange force suddenly came from the other party. 

 

Directly shook his hands open. 

 

“What’s going on?” Nangong Lengshan was stunned. Looking at his hands, he felt that he had just been 

electrocuted. 

 

“Why are you still there? Hurry up!” Xiao Chen shouted. 

 

After a while, Xiao Chen also caught up with Tang Kaihui. 

 

“Children, we have no malice. Why don’t we contact the police station and let the police uncle take care 

of you?” Xiao Chen tried to communicate with him. 

 

“I don’t want it. You’re all bad guys, grandma said. All the bad guys come from outside!” Tang Kaihui 

said stubbornly. 

 



Xiao Chen was helpless. It seemed that he had to take people back first. 

 

Just as he reached out to catch Tang Kaihui, suddenly there were several lights not far away. 

 

Several men came with their shovel shovels in their hands. 

 

“What do you do?” The man in charge asked. 

 

“Oh, Hello, I’m a doctor of medicine. I specifically want to do research in Huanghai village.” Xiao Chen 

hurriedly introduced. 

 

Nangong Lengshan on one side also rushed over. 

 

“What’s going on?” He was surprised to see the men in front of him. 

 

“This is my bodyguard.” Xiao Chen introduced with a smile. 

 

When Nangong Lengshan heard Xiao Chen introducing himself, he immediately made a smiling face. 

 

“Uncle, they are bad people. They want to catch me.” Tang Kaihui immediately pulled the trouser leg of 

the leading man. 

 

The man didn’t listen to what Tang Kaihui said, but looked at the two men with great vigilance: “we 

don’t have anything to study here. Hurry up.” 

 

But Xiao Chen wasn’t just sent away. He went up and asked, “guys, I want to ask where the old people in 

the village have gone? Why is there no one in the whole village?” 

 

“They? They’ve long died, and Huanghai village has long disappeared.” The leading man seemed very 

impatient. 



 

“Go, go, don’t make trouble with us in the middle of the night. It’s annoying!” 

 

Say a few people will leave. 

 

“Wait, Huanghai village is not a village where all the people are dead?” Xiao Chen went up and grabbed 

the man. 

 

The man shook off Xiao Chen’s hand and said angrily, “dead is dead. Where is so much nonsense? Come 

up again and I’ll do it!” 

 

Hearing this, Nangong Lengshan immediately came up. 

 

Xiao Chen stopped him. 


